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Committed to the environment from
manufacturing to assembly.

Simplicity, quality, durability, and elegance
manufactured entirely in Barcelona.

We have the most advanced range of
aquatic fitness on the market. No matter
how you are, there is a POOLBIKE for you.

16 years innovating in aquatic fitness.

Tested pedals to comply with all the
hygienic-sanitary guarantees to use the
equipment with bare feet.

We were born in 2007 with one goal: To become the best aquatic
equipment manufacturer in the fitness industry.

POOLBIKING works with doctors, physiotherapists, and
biomechanics technicians to develop all its equipment. 

We are based in Barcelona, where we design and
manufacture all our products.



Leaders in developing aquatic equipment

The brand that encompasses the
entire range of machines for

walking and running in the pool.

Aquatic gym concept with multiple
POOLBIKING cardio machines.

Training method for those looking
for maximum sports performance

by increasing intensity.

The most innovative concept and
complete aquatic gym where one

can use the full range of POOLBIKE
products.

Main brand, which denominates the
activity of pedaling, alone or in a

group, to the rhythm of the music.



With progressive resistance pedals,
people of any age and fitness level

can enjoy together in the same
session.

Implementing sport as a source of
health in SPA areas is a trend in the

best hotels.

The resistance and weightlessness of
water are perfect elements for

rehabilitation.

FITNESS HOTELS REHAB

Our three specialties are on the five continents.
POOLBIKING is more than just water cycling. It is fitness, sport, fun, and health. It is the water fitness revolution.



A picture is
worth a

thousand
words

POOLBIKING has become an international
reference. The hotel sector has no doubt about
whom they trust the aquatic fitness experience

in their facilities.



POOLBIKING EQUIPMENT

POOLBIKING ONE
The basic model of the professional
range. It stands out for its elegant

design and ease of use.

POOLBIKING ONE PLUS
Model with the same characteristics as

the ONE model but also with a
horizontally adjustable saddle.

Vertical and horizontal
saddle adjustment.

POOLBIKING PARÍS
When power is the most

important. 
The model with blades to offer a
progressive resistance equipped
with high-resistance HIT pedals.

Vandal-proof model so that spas, hotels,
and water parks can anchor it to the pool.

Includes an exercise plate.

POOLBIKING BERLÍN

POOLBIKING VERACRUZ
Model with ultra-reinforced 4.0

structure for heavier users. Includes
bottle holder and water bottle.

POOLBIKING EVOLUTION
Model with the same characteristics

as the VERACRUZ model but also with
a horizontally adjustable saddle.

Vertical and horizontal
saddle adjustment.



POOLBIKING ORBITAL
First aquatic elliptical

machine. The whole body is
exercised, with emphasis on

cross-training.

POOLBIKING MONACO
The aquatic version of the

Airbike training machine. High
intensity exercise for arms,

legs and core.

POOLBIKING TENERIFE
The model with a special banner, for

hotels to promote their brand on
social networks.

POOLBIKING IBIZA
The specific model for the beach and

sea with special wheels, support
platforms for sand and saltwater

protectors.

POOLBIKING CORE
The CORE exercise has an impact on

postural work and lumbar
reinforcement and corrects bad

postures generated by daily activity.

POOLBIKING EQUIPMENT



POOLTREKKING EQUIPMENT

POOLTREKKING MIAMI
Treadmill for semi-professional use. It is

designed to take advantage of space and to
simplify its use and assembly.

POOLTREKKING MEDICAL
The first model specifically designed for

rehabilitation with interchangeable
railings for disposing of them on the

front or the side.

POOLTREKKING ACAPULCO
Model designed for intensive use, ideal for
professional training. Foldable for saving

storage room.

All our equipment is used barefoot for
greater comfort.



POOLBIKING STEP
Estabilidad perfecta con 8 ventosas. Tamaño

compacto para facilitar el almacenamiento, y con
agujeros internos para un vaciado más rápido.

Fabricado en la UE.

POOLJUMPING
Trampolín acuático para ejercicios aeróbicos en el

agua para activar la musculatura incidiendo en
equilibrio y coordinación. 

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING

PEDAL HIT
PARA ENTRENOS DE ALTA RESISTENCIA

Un pedal que se mantiene plano en el agua.
Con base suave para mayor comodidad. 

Con resistencia progresiva según la velocidad de pedaleo.
De material antialérgico homologado bajo normativas

médicas para usarse sin calzado.

Los pedales patentados de POOLBIKING son el resultado
de un completo proyecto de investigación para ofrecer el

mejor pedal del mercado.

¡Ahora con un 55% más de resistencia por su
mayor tamaño! 

Perfecto para los deportistas avanzados que quieran más
resistencia al pedaleo.



POOLMAT
 The customizable multidisciplinary aquatic training

platform of high resistance.
Designed for functional exercises, pilates, yoga and tai chi.

The exercises performed on the platform force us to maintain balance and
stability with an important CORE work, significantly improving abdominal
strength and endurance.

50% stability, 30% strength and 20% resistance.

Ultra-resistant construction for indoor or outdoor pools.

    Ultra stable: 1.76 Kg/cm2 core and 15 cm thick.

    Fits between pool lanes (200x85x15cm).

    Handles and attachment points for accessories.

    Supports more than 140 Kg.

    Bungee tie downs for personal items.

    High pressure hand inflation pump.

INSTRUCTOR PLATFORM
It allows hooking until to 10
POOLMAT for the session.

INFLATION VALVE 
In the back, to keep it always
moist and avoid dryness and

possible leaks of air.

Manufactured with an exclusive
technology and ultra-reinforced with

a double layer of polymer sewn to the
inner mesh. Durability and resistance.



POOLBAG XL
Cylindrical airbag with 4 handles.
Maximum capacity of 20L.

POOLBAG
Cylindrical airbag with 4 handles.
Maximum capacity of 10L.

POOLBALL
Ball-shaped airbag with 2 handles for
easy grip. Maximum capacity 15L.

Inflation valve
To regulate the intensity of the
exercises, fill the POOLBAG and

POOLBALL with water.

The first in-water Push-Pull functional exercise tool, with up to 20 kg of
resistance and weight.

The POOLBAG and POOLBALL are the perfect complements to the
cardio-POOLBIKING training with functional training.

The effort to be made is determined by the amount of water and air
inside the POOLBAG. The more liters inside the POOLBAG, the more
resistance out of the water.

The most complete functional workout possible.
POOLBAG, the infinite tool for training in a pool, in and out of the water.

The aquatic fitness
revolution



www.poolbiking.com

Headquarters
Calle Grecia, 1 · 08700 Igualada (Barcelona), España

Tel +34 93 805 34 12 · info@poolbiking.com

USA Headquarters
2330 Ponce de Leon Blvd. · Coral Gables, 33134 Florida

Tel +1 786 233 71 89 · info@poolbiking.us

Poolbiking France
Tel +33 (0) 1 83 75 34 84 · info@poolbiking.fr


